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KEY METRICS

PAIRS SPOT PRICE 24 HR CHANGE LOW HIGH FUNDING RATES

BTC/USD $17,862 4.91% $16,997 $17,930 0.0062% 

ETH/USD $1,333 6.51% $1,250 $ 1,341 0.0100%

XAU/USD $1,822.90 2.25% $1,782.20 $1,825.50  

USD/CAD 1.3543 -0.66% $1.3520 $1.3645  

EUR/CAD $1.4407 0.30% $1.4412 $1.4451  

BITCOIN

A snapshot of Bitcoin's spot price as
of this writing is $17,862
representing a 4.91% increase the
last 24 hours and 29.45% increase in
trading volume. The funding rate of
BTC is 0.0062%.

ETHEREUM

ETH is trading at $1,333 as of this
writing, representing a 24-Hour
increase of 6.51% and a funding
rate of 0.0010%. Over the last 24
Hours, the trading volume
increased by 67.66%. As of today,
ETH holds 18.3% of the
cryptocurrency market, making
it the second-largest coin traded.
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Latest Digital
Asset News 

OVERVIEW

1- Canada to Prohibit Crypto Firms From Offering
Leveraged Trading to Citizens

Crypto platforms applying for registration in
Canada will have to agree to tighter rules in the
country, including a ban on margin and leverage
trading. Firms will also have to hold the assets of
Canadian clients separately from their proprietary
business, according to expanded terms outlined by
the Canadian Securities Administrators on
Monday. Crypto businesses were told in August
that they needed to submit a pre-registration
undertaking to operate while pursuing full
registration. A deadline by which PRUs must be
received has not yet been announced but will be
communicated to platforms “shortly,” a CSA
release said. But in light of what the CSA called
“recent events in the crypto market,” a PRU will
commit platforms to an enlarged set of rules and
requirements.

2 -  Bermuda Digital Bank Jewel Issues ‘Fully-
Backed’ Stablecoin

Bermuda-based Jewel Bank said Monday it is
issuing a fully backed stablecoin called Jewel USD
(JUSD) that can be accessed through the Polygon
network. In a press release, Jewel said JUSD will
maintain a reserve ratio with a minimum of 1:1 with
the U.S. dollar, ensuring the bank will always have
funds in its reserves to support each JUSD in
circulation. The bank said it will also conduct
regular audits of its stablecoin reserves, and will
provide reports on a monthly and quarterly basis.
Jewel’s partnership with Polygon will mean the
blockchain will be used for JUSD transactions, and
the bank will leverage the Polygon ecosystem for
future commercial and retail stablecoin-based
payment solutions.

3 - CFTC Sues Bankman-Fried, FTX and Alameda
for Law Violations

U.S derivatives regulator Commodity Futures
Trading Commission is planning to sue the co-
founder of bankrupt crypto exchange FTX, Sam
Bankman-Fried, and trading arm Alameda
Research, Bloomberg reported, citing a source. The
Bloomberg report comes after the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission filed charges against
Bankman-Fried for defrauding FTX investors. An
apparent CFTC filing published by Bloomberg Law
said Bankman-Fried had made misleading
statements about the health of his companies and
the user of customer funds, conduct which had
had a “signficant price impact” on commodities
such as bitcoin and ether. The document repeats
SEC allegations that Bankman-Fried had
inappropriately mixed customer assets and blurred
the line between Alameda and FTX, with money
spent on private jets and “furtively” used to to pay
for a Super Bowl ad and sports stadium
sponsorship.

(1) https://decrypt.co/117077/canada-prohibit-crypto-firms-offering-leveraged-trading-
citizens
(2) https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/12/12/bermuda-digital-bank-jewel-issues-fully-
backed-stablecoin/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=rss&utm_campaign=headlines
(3) https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2022/12/13/cftc-plans-to-sue-sam-bankman-fried-for-
fraud-report/

https://decrypt.co/117077/canada-prohibit-crypto-firms-offering-leveraged-trading-citizens
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/12/12/bermuda-digital-bank-jewel-issues-fully-backed-stablecoin/?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=rss&utm_campaign=headlines
https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2022/12/13/cftc-plans-to-sue-sam-bankman-fried-for-fraud-report/


First, before diving into our main event of the day – US CPI, let’s talk about SBF. Yesterday, it was announced
that FTX’s founder was arrested Sunday night in the Bahamas. The SEC charged Bankman-Fried with
orchestrating a scheme to defraud equity investors in FTX Trading Ltd. 
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‘’We allege that Sam Bankman-Fried built a house of cards on a foundation of deception while telling
investors that it was one of the safest buildings in crypto," said SEC Chair Gary Gensler.

This whole saga negatively affected the market, with the crypto Fear & Greed Index shifting between
“extreme fear” and “fear” over the past few months. 

Additionally, several altcoins have lost momentum relative to bitcoin, with widespread technical
breakdowns. The chart below plots weekly relative strength and momentum across altcoins versus bitcoin,
giving a great representation of the market healthy across a few top coins by market cap. 



The Solana token was one of the main losers of the FTX-induced crash, still unable to recover nor show signs
of support. Not only its performance against Bitcoin has been tremendously bad, but there are now many
concerns about its network stability. 

Now, it is time for our main event of the day! The US CPI release. The labour bureau of statistics bared us
with fantastic news this morning, showing us the biggest drop in CPI Headline YoY (0.64%) since April 2020.
Last month’s reading led to a 7% rally in the Nasdaq and a 6% breakdown in the USD Index, and we’re
moving in the same direction. 

The data in the chart below will create a second relief rally for risk assets, bonds, and gold and will pressure
DXY toward the 100.000 mark. Additionally, the US yields will break their most recent lows/pivot point,
supporting the broader market to the upside. 

Bitcoin will trade all the way to the $19,000 point of control, going through the vacuum zone highlighted on
the chart. Bitcoin will squeeze all the way to the top of the descending wedge before finding some
resistance and profit-taking. 

Who doesn’t love good news!







Despite the recent market pressure, Polygon’s NFT market continues to shine. 

According to the blockchain analytics platform Nansen, first-time and returning buyers per day in Polygon’s
NFT market reached new all-time highs in December. Also, the number of users per week surged by more
than 500% since early August. The blockchain had over 240,000 users between Dec 5th and Dec 12th which
represents an all-time high for the number of users per week. 

However, trading volume per week is near the lows as “most activity are free mints/low value purchasing”
according to Martin Lee, senior data journalist at Nansen.

OVERVIEW

Altcoin Analysis





Looking at the recent price action, MATICUSDT continues to trade within an ascending trend channel in
place since the Summer time. The technical indicators at the bottom of the chart (RSI and MACD) are
looking bullish. As long as prices hold $0.77, we expect further upside towards $1.13 and $1.31 in extension. 



This research is for informational use only. This is not investment advice. Other than
disclosures relating to Secure Digital Markets this research is based on current public
information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent it is accurate or complete,
and it should not be relied on as such. The information, opinions, estimates, and forecasts
contained herein are as of the date hereof and are subject to change without prior
notification. We seek to update our research as appropriate. 

Any forecasts contained herein are for illustrative purposes only and are not to be relied
upon as advice or interpreted as a recommendation. The price of crypto assets may rise or
fall because of changes in the broad market or changes in a company's financial condition,
sometimes rapidly or unpredictably. Past performance is not a guide to future
performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur.
Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on the value or price of, or
income derived from, certain investments. We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and
employees, excluding equity and credit analysts, will from time to time have long or short
positions in, act as principal in, and buy or sell, the securities or derivatives, if any, referred
to in this research. 

The information on which the analysis is based has been obtained from sources believed to
be reliable such as, for example, the company’s financial statements filed with a regulator,
company website, company white paper, pitchbook and any other sources. While Secure
Digital Markets has obtained data, statistics, and information from sources it believes to be
reliable, it does not perform an audit or seek independent verification of any of the data,
statistics, and information it receives. 

Unless otherwise provided in a separate agreement, Secure Digital Markets does not
represent that the report contents meet all of the presentation and/or disclosure standards
applicable in the jurisdiction the recipient is located. Secure Digital Markets and their
officers, directors and employees shall not be responsible or liable for any trading decisions,
damages or other losses resulting from, or related to, the information, data, analyses, or
opinions within the report. 

Crypto and/or digital currencies involve substantial risk, are speculative in nature and may
not perform as expected. Many digital currency platforms are not subject to regulatory
supervision, unlike regulated exchanges. Some platforms may commingle customer assets
in shared accounts and provide inadequate custody, which may affect whether or how
investors can withdraw their currency and/or subject them to money laundering. Digital
currencies may be vulnerable to hacks and cyber fraud as well as significant volatility and
price swings. 
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